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Why should you build a YouTube 
Channel?  

n External Use: 
n Engage your visitors at home pre- or post- 

visit 
n Enage school children pre- or post- fieldtrip 
n Engage a world wide audience  

n Internal Use: 
n Training you staff 
n Teaching your staff  



+ Why YouTube?- It is accessible  

n YouTube is free (No registration required to 
watch or post videos ) 

n Largest video sharing site 

n Second largest search engine  

n Unlimited number of video uploads  

n Videos can easily be embeded in other 
websites and shared on social media 
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Why YouTube?- built in YouTube 
functions 

n Great tools to enhance the video experience 
•  Video Editing & Mixing 
•  Video Annotating Tools 
•  Quality refining for mobile captures (stabilizing 

features) 
•  Closed Caption Editor 
•  Google YouTube Analytics 
•  Many Third Party Add- Ons 
•  Easy tools to manage video and share 
•  Private mode to keep videos internal 
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Making online content 

It is really hard and time consuming to make 
good online content 

Recommendation: When you start out, only create what 
you can’t find. Later can go and re-make what you think 
you can improve on 

n Step 1: Make a YouTube channel 

n Step 2: Pick a style 
n  Blackboard, whiteboard, etc.  

n Step 3: Do a paper run. Find a topic, write a script, and 
then illustrate what you would write as you go. 

n Step 4: Decide if you still want to make the effort to 
make your own content  
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Making online content 

n Step 5: Purchase your equipment 
n  Main computer (laptop) 
n  Second screen  
n  Writing surface (tablet) 

n  Wacom Bamboo Tablet  
n  Good microphone 

n  Yeti or snowball 
n  Must have a pop-filter  

n Step 6: Pick your software  
n  Drawing:  Sketchbook Express (free)  
n  Recording and Editing: Camtasia (free for 30 days) 

Assuming you already have a laptop- hardware and software 
will put you back about $400 
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Sketchbook Express 
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Camtasia 
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Making Online Content 

n Step 7: Practice Practice Practice  
n Talking in front of a mic is hard 

n Writing on a tablet is super hard  
n Your first attempts will be terrible. Do not post them. 

n Step 8: Make your content 
n Assume 1 hour of work for every 1 minute of video 

n This does not include the time you spend researching 
the topic and writing your scripts. This time can vary 
wildly depending on your familiarity with the material  
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Can attach curricula/lesson plans/
questions and pair them with videos 

n  Online Lectures consisted of content I created and content I 
found online. 

 After watching this video, you 
should be able to answer the 
following questions: 
1. What is generalization? 
2. What is the adaptive value of 
generalization? 
3. In terms of classical conditioning, 
what is discrimination? 
4. In terms of classical conditioning, 
what is extinction? 
5. How can extinction be used in 
therapy to treat phobias? 
6. What is spontaneous recovery? 
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Types of Content 

n  Promotional Content (unfamiliar content) 
n  One minute or less 

n  Ads for new/specific institution events or exhibitions  

n  Come check out our New Red Panda Exhibit/installtion! 

n  Good for short term exhibits, but videos won’t always be relevant because, by 
definition, the things they are advertising are short term.  

n  People don’t come to youtube to be advertised to 

n  Inward-facing content 
n  “Front stage” content 

n  What can visitors see on the floor? What demos might they see? What are field 
trips like? What can you expect to see when you are at the museum on a 
weekday? On a weekend? If you have a toddler?  if you have an elementary 
school child? A video about elementary school children interacting with a red 
panda on a field trip 
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Types of Content 

n  Outward facing content  
n  Big picture content (includes things like mini-documentaries).  

n  About red pandas (not about the Houston Zoo) 

n  Education-focused content. 

n  Talk to big time scientists 

n   This is what people generally come to see. 

n  Behind-the-scenes 
n  ‘Back-stage’ content 

n  Where do the red pandas go at night? What is there feeding schedule like? 
How did they get to the zoo?  

n  Profiles of scientists, staff, the designers who built some of your equipment, 
people who build the habitat,  what it takes to keep the zoo running.   

n  Shows museum employees having fun at their jobs 
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Types of Content 

n  Promotional Content – Short ads, event promos (new, special) 

n  Inward-facing content – about the institution (regular exhibits) 

n  Outward-facing content - Mini docs, lectures,  scientist interviews 

n  Behind-the-scenes content- the stuff visitors don’t get to see 

 

n  Pure internal use- staff training and staff teaching  
n  How to talk to kids and adults if they question you about evolution 

n  Learn about sea lions AND how to run the sea lion attaction 
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Tips and Tricks: Video Length  

n Keep your videos short  
n No longer than 10 minutes each 



http://wistia.com/blog/does-length-matter-it-does-for-video-2k12-edition/ 
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Tips and Tricks: Video Length  

n You need to keep your videos short (no more than 
10 minutes each) 
n Break down information as much as you can  
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Tips and Tricks: Branding 

n Museum channels that feature 
distinctly branded video series- 
organized into playslists with 
consistent style, naming conventions, 
titling, etc. perform better than those 
that don’t in terms of highly viewed 
videos and numbers of subscribers 



+Museum YouTube Channels 



+Whole Channel Branding  
ASAP Science 

Sixty Symbols 

SciShow 
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Tips and Tricks: Social Media 
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Tips and Tricks: Channel 
Organization 
n Create series- playlists with 5 or more vieos  

n Consistent branding  

n Consistent posting. A video in series A on Monday, 
one on B on Friday 

n Lets people know that the channel is active and 
thoughtfully managed, which implies high quality 
of content 

n Series lead viewers from one video to another with 
the promise of similar content (which encourages 
people who found individual videos to spend more 
time on the channel) 
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Tips and Tricks: Channel 
Organization 
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Tips and Trick: Making great 
content 

n No one wants to watch a power point on youtube. Be 
dynamic. Tell stories.  

n Go beyond institutional promotion 

n Educate, inspire, share knowledge, offer insights 

n Entertain: convey that your subject matter is exciting 

n Create unified series/shows (one about a lion that was just 
born- followed through adulthood…one about recycling 
different kinds of material, etc.) 
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Tips and Trick: Making great 
content 

n Popular video formats make clear that you will learn 

n Lists 
n “20 amazing facts about _______” 

n “10 reasons why ______” 
n “Top 7 _______s” 

n Answering a question 
n “Why does _____ happen?” 
n “What exactly is ______? 

n Broad Topics 
n “World History: War” 
n “Surrealism” 
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Tips and Trick: Naming your video 

n Popular video formats make clear that you will learn 

n Lists 
n “20 amazing facts about _______” 

n “10 reasons why ______” 
n “Top 7 _______s” 

n Answering a question 
n “Why does _____ happen?” 
n “What exactly is ______? 

n Broad Topics 
n “World History: War” 
n “Surrealism” 
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Tips and Tricks: Naming your 
video  

n Video titles should be familiar an understandable to 
general audiences 

n Buzzwords get views 

n Avoid jargon when possible 

Unfamiliar elements:  
n Lesser-known artists’ names 
n Exhibition titles 
n Museum program titles 

n Acronyms (ISEA- means something to us, meaningless for 
others) 
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Tips and Trick: Have a great host 

n If you have someone on the scren- they MUST be engaging 

n If you have someone on the screen- they MUST have 
personality   

n If you have someone on the screen- they MUST have good 
camera-eye content 

n If you have someone on the screen- they MUST interact 
comfotably with interview subjects 

n If you have somone on the screen- they MUST have good 
lighting  

n As always: you MUST have great sound 



+ Tips and Tricks: Watch out for 
copyright 



+ Tips and Tricks: Learn about 
copyright (CC-BY-NC, CC-BY-SA) 
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Tips and Tricks: Create a 
conversation with your audience  

n  The Art Assignment  
n  Two hosts give art-historical background 

n  artists set a project for the viewers 

n  Responses to assignments are posted on Tumblr and in videos 

n  Shows that the ideas behind art are accessible to everyone 

n  PBS Idea Channel discusses cultural criticism using internet 
pop culture. 
n  asks viewers for their thoughts, and feature good comments at the 

end of the next video. 

n  The chance to get featured encourages comments 

n  Featuring conversation at the ends encourages people to watch to 
the end 
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Tips and Tricks: Partnerships 

YouTube (edutainment) 
n TED Talks  

n Crash Course 
n Smarter Every Day 
n Brainscoop  

n NASA YouTube page (2,000+ videos) 
n Minute Physics 
n SciShow 

n Veritasium  
n Vsauce 

n ASAP Science 
n  It’s ok to be smart 
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Tips and Tricks: Hire a contractor 
to make your videos 

Brooke Miller 
 
Miller.BrookeJ@gmail.com 
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Advice from The Creators on YouTube 

 
 

•  Be authentic (fun, human, approachable, enthusiastic) 
•  Be relevant 
•  It doesn’t have to be glossy 
•  Collaborate with others 
•  Listen to your audience (be a peer to your audience- not 

only an authority) 
•  Don’t expect engagement, ask for it 
•  Foster channel communities (engage with your 

audience) 
•  Have a consistent style 
•  Have a focused goal for your channel 
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Now we can watch some videos! 


